HOW TO GET TO LJUBLJANA FROM LJUBLJANA AIRPORT
Unfortunately, public transportation from Ljubljana (Jože Pučnik) airport to the city of Ljubljana has
its downsides. We feel that the best option is taking the shuttle transport offered by several different
companies, however you can also choose to travel by bus or by taxi.
By shuttle
There are several shuttle companies that operate between Ljubljana airport and Ljubljana, for
example: GoOpti, Nomago. It is possible to walk up to the shuttle (shuttles of different companies
are found in front of the terminal) and ask if there is space available, but it may be safer to book a
shuttle ride in advance. The price should be around 10 EUR for a shared ride in a shuttle.
Generally, taking a shuttle should be a relatively smooth travel option. On the other hand, if you are
taking a shared shuttle, the journey time depends on the number of passengers (the shuttle may
wait for passengers from several flights that come in at roughly the same time) and your location
within the city. While shuttles will generally deliver you at the doorstep, be advised that some of the
central area of the city is car-free, therefore you may have to walk to your final destination.

By bus
Schedule: There is one bus per hour between 5.00 and 20.00. They also run less frequently on the
weekends. The bus ride is not the most comfortable as buses are local and stop at several villages
between the airport and the city center. The ride usually takes around an hour.
The fare is, however, just over 4 EUR, making it the cheapest way of getting to/from Ljubljana.

By taxi
There is no Uber in Slovenia.
While there is a taxi rank in front of the airport, we strongly advise you not to use it as a ride to
Ljubljana will usually cost you 50 EUR or more. It is therefore better to call/order a taxi in advance
and/or check the approximate price. A normal price should be between 25 and 30 EUR.
Below, you will find information about some of the bigger taxi companies, where you can also order
taxi online in English.
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